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Group circulating petitions pJrlr*
to recoil SBO president
Thirty students yesterday circulated
petitions calling (or the recall of Bill
Arnold, senior i A&S) and Student Body
Organization i SBO I president
Three of the group's organizers, who
asked to remain unidentified, said they
are circulating the petitions because
Arnold approved allocation of SBO
funds to pay executive officers for last
spring sservices
THE STATEMENT READS:
"We. the undersigned, do hereby
petition for the recall of William
Arnold, president of the Student Body
Organization, for his failure to uphold
Section 3. Paragraph 1° of the
constitution of the Student Body

Organization (April 18. 18731, which
states that members of the steering
committee, of which he is president,
will insure sound expenditure of the
organization's funds.
"He has failed to do this by voting to
expend funds to pay for officers'
general fees and tuition for spring
quarter, his failure to veto this
measure and his willingness to accept
payment."
One of the three organizers said he
already has received 250 signatures
He said he needs 800 signatures from
undergraduate students before a
student referendum can be held on the
issue
"We feel the only effective way to

Planners may submit
ration plan to Nixon
WASHINGTON IAI'I
F.nergy
planners may send the President
proposals lor rationing gasoline in
about one month, a key official said
\es(erday
He said the planners intend to submit
proposals within two or three weeks
lor immediate rationing of homeheating oil
The
administration
has been
developing a gasoline rationing plan
using ration coupons managed through
some H.000 local boards
GASOLINE RATION levels have not
been determined but government
othcials have been thinking, so far. in
terms of about 10 to 15 gallons per
week, per motorist, a range which may
change drastically once all the
i alculations are finished
At a press bricling yesterday, the
White House repeated that President
Nixon and Treasury Secretary George
P Shult/ view gasoline rationing only
as a last resort
An official who declined to be
identihed also said President Nixon
would like us to avoid a rationing
system it we could
Hut he said
most ol the senior
advisors agree there should be a
rationing plan." at least for homeheating oil, which he called the real
problem
He said an inleragency task force
nattily activated last week was trying
to develop recommendations for the
President on these basic energy policy
questions
-ADDITIONAL gasoline taxes and
perhaps surcharges on electricity and
natural gas. with recommendations
sought within one week
•-Kxtension ol wholesale fuel
allocation to all petroleum products,
with recommendations due. as with
home-heating oil rationing, within two

to three weeks Home heating oil.
diesel and jet fuel and kerosene are
already under mandatory wholesale
allocation
-Gasoline rationing, recommendations due within one month.
-And. with no deadline set. the
questions of allocating residual oil
among power plants to switch to coal,
reducing airline jet luel consumption,
applying mandatory fuel conservation
of businesses, industries and the public
and projecting economic impacts of
the energy crisis
THIS OFFICIAL said it would not
take long to put heating-oil rationing
into effect once a decision is reached
It probably would not require ration
coupons, as would gasoline rationing,
he explained
Instead, he said, heating oil would be
rationed by requiring oil dealers to
reduce sales to their customers
The basic guideline, he said, would
probably be heating oil sales in
proportion to previous sales to the
same customers
But the official said this would have
to be adjusted to allow for
geographical differences and the lime
of year
Thus, heating oil sales would be
limited according to some 'sliding
formula" rather than a fixed ration
THE OFFICIAL said this approach
probably would require that customers
be "locked into a single dealer and be
barred from switching dealers during
the rationing program
This, in turn, would require
continued price control on homeheating oil to prevent dealers from
charging exorbitant prices to captive
customers, he added
The official said major policy
decisions on rationing, allocation,
taxes and other issues have yet to be
made

give students a voice in this action ithe
allocation of SBO funds for officers'
pay) ..is to have a recall." the source
said
"IF STUDENTS ARE in favor of
taking money out of the SBO budget to
pay officers for last spring quarter,
then Bill Arnold has nothing to fear."
he said
The source said the question is not
whether the officers deserve money,
but whether their method for
allocation is ethical and fair to the
student body
"Students are very concerned about
this." the source said "Many people
who signed it ithe petition) have asked
for copies for friends It's being
circulated for anybody who wants to
get signatures."
The source said he respects Arnold
as a person, but looking at what he's
done this quarter, he can be doing
much more
He said students deserve much more
than just having money taken out of
their iSBO) budget
ARNOLD SAID LAST night he is
"shocked and amazed that three
students who would initiate such strong
action desire to remain anonymous
under these circumstances.
"If they have such strong feelings
about this particular issue, why would

they not come to me or anyone else in
SBO to discuss their feelings'1"
Arnold said some of the questions on
this issue could have been cleared up if
the petitioners had contacted him or
any of the SBO executive officers.
He said there will be a statement
released soon by all executive officers
concerning the background on fee
waivers.
"I will issue an additional statement
concerning the other charges
tomorrow." he said
Arnold said that if 800 signatures are
received, the SBO Elections and
Opinions Board will hold a referendum
on the recall issue
THE SBO steering committee last
month approved the proposal to use
money from the SBO budget to pay the
following officers
President Bill Arnold, senior IA&S).
Dennis Grady. senior (B.A.) and
coordinator of state and community
affairs: John Doering, senior (B.A.I
and coordinator of academic affairs,
Larry Whiteleather. senior (A&S) and
coordinator of cultural affairs; Lee
Olson, senior iB A ) and former SBO
vice president, and Mark Walker,
junior (B.A . > and student representative to the Board of Trustees.
Olson resigned last June and has
been replaced by Fred Hoffman, senior

Mike Smith, sophomore (B.A). uses o parking meterat a coal
rack at he slops by the bulletin board outside the Union lo
pott a tign.

(B.A.)

WATS line legality questioned
By Joan Gettl
Editor

Varner said There can be some legal
problems in this area."

The request by a Student Body
Organization iSBO) member to install)
an on-campus WATS i wide-area
telephone servicei line may face
negative reactions from General
Telephone & Electronic* IGT&K>
officials.
Handy Hathaway, sophomore (A&S>
and SBO steering committee member,
said Monday he plans to submit a
request to GT&E that a WATS line be
installed for SBO

VARNER SAID GT&E probably will
study closely the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC)
ruling handed to Arizona State University's Student Union Association
i ASUA i about four weeks ago
Chris Reece. vice president of
ASUA, said the group requested a
WATS line but American Telephone &
Telegraph (AT&T I refused.
"I brought a formal complaint
against AT&T to the FCC.

HE SAID HIS request also will
include the provision that campus
clubs and organizations and other
students be able to use the line
He said current plans call for about
640 IS minute lime slots a month, the
majority of which will be used by
students paying a flat monthly rate.
"The rate will depend on how many
use the line and how much installation
costs." he said
However, Jerry Varner, operations
administrator for GT&F. of Ohio, said
yesterday it may be illegal for
Hathaway to lease time slots if GT&F.
agrees to lease the line only to SBO
"I would think Hathaway would need
some type of a peddler's permit,"

REECE SAID the FCC had
interpreted the WATS Line Tariff and
handed down a decision that student
bodies could not purchase the service.
"This ruling was made on the basis
of a clause in the tariff which says all
phone calls made must be in the direct
interest of the purchaser of the WATS
line." Reece said
"In the FCC's opinion, student bodies
didn't meet that requirement," he
said.
He said the ASUA tried the idea of
students buying memberships "but
once you get into the area of personal
calls for the students, they won't let it
go through."
Recce said he will submit a

complaint on the ruling to the FCC.
Varner said GT&E will have lo study
the wording of Hathaway's proposal
very carefully
"SINCE HE'S TALKING about a
line to be used at BGSU, he'll have to
take his request to the Northern Ohio
Telephone Co. (NOTCi in Bowling
Green." he said
"Northern Ohio is a separate entity
of GT&F. but it is still a subsidiary and
therefore must follow GT&F
guidelines."
He said NOTC officials will have to
make the final decision
Robert
Watz.
communications
consultant lor NOTC was unavailable
for comment
BUT A SPOKESPERSON for NOTC
said final approval on any action
concerning telephones at the
University must be given jointly by
NOTC and Ingram Milliron, director of
auxiliary services
Milliron said yesterday he will not
approve any request to be submitted to
(, I \ l- until he is fully aware of the
legal provisions of WATS lines
"I don't think they (GT&F.) will
honor Hathaway's request." Milliron
said.
He said there is no way students will

be able to buy time slots from SBO
"unless the line is installed off campus
and non-University funds are used "
"I'm not sure about this, but if I put a
WATS line in my office and others used
it, it would be fine as long as I did not
charge them for it," he said
HE SAID THE situation could be
dangerous if GT&F. approves the
request while it is unaware of the
provision that says students will be
able to pay SBO for time slots.
"It's dangerous once you use a
communications system in an illegal
manner" Milliron said
But Hathaway said his request will
contain the provision on student use
because of the necessity of student
funds to help finance the line
"I'm hoping to submit the proposal
by Christmas, and if all goes well, the
line may be installed by February," he
said

Weather
Cloudy with rain today. Highs
near H. Chance of thowert tonight
and much cooler. Lowt in upper
3tt. Tomorrow cloudy and cool.
Hlght in the low 40s. Probability of
precipitation 8* per cent today and
40 per cent tonight.

Activist explains case

Suit filed against Nixon
By Jim H merman
Editorial Editor

Janko lyn

kfCalM

A 827.3 million class action suit has
been filed against President Nixon and
18 other Watergate figures.
Janice Lyn. a national field
secretary for the Political Rights
Defense Fund (PRDF), said last night
the purpose of the suit, filed by PRDF,
is to end "all future Watergate-type
activities."
She explained various goals and
aspects of the suit lo about 25 persons
in the Math-Science Bldg
LYN SAID THAT even if President
Nixon is impeached he will still be held
liable in the suit as a private citizen.
She also said that if Nixon is replaced,
his successor also will be a defendant
in the suit.
"The case is being handled by
Leonard lloudin, the lawyer who
successfully defended Daniel Kllsberg
and Anthony Kusso in the Pentagon
Papers trial." she said
The activist said the Houston Plan,
enacted by Thomas Houston, a Nixon
aide, during the summer of 1870 was a
secret attempt to spy on political
protest organizations.

She said Sam F.rvin (D-N.C > feels
the report was compiled by someone
with "a Gestapo mentality "
Lyn said the Houston Plan contained
ideas for intensified electronic surveillance of radicals, use of infiltrators
on campuses and legal and illegal mail
coverage
"LEGAL COVERAGE involves
keeping track of addresses and illegal
coverage means actually opening
mail." she said
She said a member of the Socialist
Worker's Party (SWP) caught an FBI
agent copying addresses from letters
in his mailbox.
Another example of government
harassment of the SWP. she said,
occurred when 12 Cuban exiles burst
into the party's campaign
headquarters in Los Angeles yelling
You'll die for Fidel
The
headquarters were burnt down, she
said
"Three of the Cubans were later
convicted and they said they had
connections with the CIA."
Lyn said the suit filed by PRDF is
not the only suit being filed against the
government for harassment

"THE WEATHERMEN have
announced a suit and Jane Fonda has
also announced a 82 million suit for
harassment." she added
Lyn also cited a case where a New
Jersey High School student is suing the
FBI for tampering with mail which the
student said she received from the
SWP for a high school social studies
project
Lyn said, "the lawsuit could end
wiretapping, mail tampering and
harassment Agencies engaging in
these activities would be prosecuted.
"THERE IS ALSO a good chance of
abolishing the Attorney General's list
of subversive organizations, but most
important, through this suit we can
show the American people the kind of
treachery this administration engages
in."
The activist noted. "Just the fact
that the public is aware of things the
administration pulled off will keep
future administrations from such
activities."
Her speech was sponsored by
Cultural Boost and the Young Socialist
Alliance.
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alaskan pipeline
should be approved
The "infamous" Alaskan pipeline has been given the go-ahead by
Congress and now President Nixon must do the same.
The 14 5 billion pipeline project has been the source of constant
controversy because of Congressional and court delays by environmentalists who fear damage from oil spills
Congress approved beginning construction on the pipeline by a large
margin with the House voting 361-14 in favor of the pipeline and the
Senate approving it 80-5.
The pipeline construction, if begun in March as planned, would take
three years to complete It would have no immediate effect on the
current energy crisis.
,
The environmentalists who have held up construction of the pipeline do
have legitimate concerns But the vast amounts of untapped oil reserves
in Alaska's I'rudhoe Bay area will be a plus in the face of shortages
Reserves are estimated at 10-30 million barrels in that region
Kxtreme caution will have to be maintained during the entire
construction period to make sure no accidents occur that could damage
the Alaskan landscape and elicit cries of "we told you so" from
environmentalists.
I'nniident Nixon has second thoughts about approving the pipeline
Infuse two sections in the bill would broaden the authority of
governmental regulatory agencies
Gfcie would permit the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to go to court
oat* own, if the Justice Department failed to do so, to challenge alleged
deceptive practices or price-fixing.
The other would allow the FTC and other regulatory agencies to collect
information from business firms without the approval of the Office of
Management and Budget.
|(ut since President Nixon strongly favors getting the Alaskan pipeline
underway it is expected he will approve the legislative packet with the
twi> measures he doesn't like
i*n the face of energy shortages and forecasts of gas rationing it doesn't
seem likely the energy crisis will vanish during the next few years.
The President has no choice.
.The Alaskan pipeline construction must begin in March.

air fare discounts
Air fare discounts for students, the elderly and the handicapped clearly
are discriminatory.
On May 1 the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) ordered airlines to begin
phasing out fare discounts for persons under 22 and over 65 years of age.
the discounts, according to the CAB, were discriminatory,
ijince the Senate passed an air fare discount bill Nov 5. approval from
the House is all that is required to reinstate the discounts But the bill is
stalled in the House aeronautics and transportation committee.
R approval is not granted by Dec 1. students, the elderly and the
hartiileapped will be forced to pay 89 per cent of the full air fare
riir.se three groups may not be in the best financial shape,
put what about countless other persons from low income brackets?
The bill is cleanly a form of social legislation intended to aid only a
inbnority.
jf passed, only a select group would receive air fare discounts while
others would be forced to pay the full fare.
;A spokeswomen from the National Student Lobby (NSL) said passage
.if the bill by Dec 1 "would be a blessing'' since students do their
hieaviest traveling over the Christmas holiday.
■ However, a large proportion of students' holiday travel is done enroute
tp or from holiday vacations
. In this sense, are the discounts really necessary? We think not.
i During a lime when inflation is pinching everyone's pockets, students,
the elderly and the handicapped should not be the only ones who receive
financial breaks.
• Mania Heflin. junior t B.A.I and Student Body Organization steering
committee member, has done a good job in soliciting campus support on
.m issue she and the NSI, feel is important.
[ However, the bill is discriminatory and should not be passed by the
House ul Representatives.

let's hear from you
The BO News welcome! .ill letteri to the editor and opinion columns
Lettei s ma) comment on an) other letter column or editorial
Letteri should be .i maximum ol 300 words, typewritten We .isk thai
columns i>c no more than lour typed page* triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits with respect to the laws ol libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author s name address md
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor. CO The BC News. IIW
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health center problems
By Bruce BunGuest Student Columnist
Student criticism of the University
Medical Center is certainly nothing
new.
The Medical center is joked about
and complained about, but serious
ideas about changing conditions are
often shrugged olf as being beyond
hope. (A hearty "well done" for those
who recently did help work to bring a
gynecologist into the medical center.)
The University Medical Center
emergency room is open 24 hours a
day. seven days a week, and according
to the University's General Bulletin
11972-741, "a physician is on call lor
emergency conditions which occur
alter clinic hours."
AS LUCK would have it, I managed
to cut my leg on a Sunday morning.
(The clinic is closed except for
emergency admissions from 11.30a.m.
Saturday to 8 30 a m Monday Campus
Fact Line inlorms me that an "after
hours admission costs seven dollars I

■la* haiUn

The President tells us we have grown
loo used to air conditioning Luckily,
most nl us do not share the habit he
indulges himself, and spread out
among his top lackeys--ol pushing the
air conditioning way up in the summer,
so a picturesque lire could blaze away
beneath the mantle right through June,
July, and August
We would be in even more trouble
than we are it the whole population did
that.
The energy measures adopted so lar
are in large part symbolic-turning oil
the lights thai Cities just installed to
light crime in the streets,
ostentatiously darkening Ihe White
House, etc
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As a recent graduate ot BGSU and a
12 year resident ol Ihe Howling Green
community it has been my position
many times to uphold the good ol the
University
students and
the
educational and cultural values ol the
University in the HG community
As you students arrived back on
campus this tail you may have noticed
the construction taking place around
Mercer Koad and the corner ol
Wooster and Thurslin Streets
MY HUSBAND is Construction
Superintendent lor the company
involved, and being a thoughtlul wile
and knowledgeable of my University
classmates. I suggested he finish up
the construction as soon as possible
since students are decorating their
dorm rooms in the fall and
construction signs are very tempting
The company has dragged out their

CONTRARY to popular belief, Wood
County Hospital informed me that they
don't have a physician on duty in the
hospital 24 hours a day. but like the
University Medical Center, must rely
on a system of keeping one doctor on
call after regular hours
The University might not always be
able to depend on Wood County
Hospital as their backup system
The question is. should they have to
depend on Wood County'1 Now I've
really begun to wonder exactly what I
am paying lor The idea of not being
able to get medical help when I needed
it scares me
IF THE physician who was on call
Sunday couldn't be reached for three
hours, why wasn't one ol the other staff
physicians called''
Why wasn't 1 allowed to try my luck

at Wood County Hospital? (An hour
and a half into my three and a half hour
wait 1 did ask if I could go to Wood
County Hospital to have my leg
stitched, but was told by the nurse that
They should be here shortly")
This has a rather multiple choice
ending, moral for all of us:
A. Be very careful.
II Get hurt during the medical
center hours only, when doctors are on
duty.
C. IF YOU'RE planning on getting
hurl after the medical center closes
and the doctors go home, get hurt
seriously enough to require transfer to
Wood County Hospital

D Buy a good life insurance policy.
E Get worried enough to do
something about this situation before
YOU become the victim of a real
emergency" and no one is available
Anyone interested''

IF SO. then the more self-sufficiency
we achieve, the better We cannot have
anything like the old concept of a
Fortress America " But even Arthur
Schlesinger. in his new book, admits

there was more merit to Itobert Tail's
isolationist instinct than was realized
at the time
On the other hand, one wonders that
a hawk like Senator Jackson should be
pushing for these measures Why is
that the east1, il they really tend to
reduce our bellicosity" What he seeks
is a freer hand to use our lores
undeterred by external dependence
AND SO. while we go through the
symbolic first steps ol this energy
crisis, it is important to keep asking
what we are doing it for to conserve
resourees. or to get at them more

rapidly
To make peace more
accessible, or to feed the war
machine''
The national mood is touchy when a
crisis puts it on edge
IF THE nerves being touched are
conservative" in the root sensepreserving our land and the peacethen ihe symbols will have a benign

efled
But don't count on it
Copyright

1*73.
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IT RBCALU the days when Lyndon
Johnson used to go around personally
turning oil light switches
But harder measures will no doubt
follow the symbolic ones, which are a
form oi psychological alert And it is
Important thai the symbols be clear
Why are we cutting back -to
conserve resources, or to raid them'.'
To make us less templed loward war,
or better prepared lor it?

lm
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ECOLOGISTS have In welcome
any cutback in our rampant
consumerism We are simply using up
our world too last A mild asceticism
about luel will do us all good, il only to
remind us how much ol the world's
goods we squander even under these
restrictions
Hut some eeologists lear that the
symbolic acts ol sell-denial will cover
up a long-range plan ol exploitation
Prodded by ■ sense ol need, people
may relax the saleguards just being
adopted lor preservation ol our basic
wealth The M-mile speed limit will not
be observed lor long uf at alll
BUT THE President's attempt to
drop the environment-impact proviso
and make inroads on the clean air act
could dispose ol our environmental
protection laws in their infancy
We may need oil last, but a speed
that neglects study and debate leaves a
long tune alter for regretting
And what is Ihe international basis ol
that need in the lirst place' Is it to
make us less dependent on Arab oil. so
We cannot be pressured into undesired
confrontation''

stolen signs
By Alia A. Diekl
1873 University Graduate
Guest Columnist

I spoke to Dean Raymond Whittaker
about my experience, and he explained
that the only way that the doctor on
call can be reached is by telephone at
his home residence
The medical center doctors have no
answering service, and are not
required to phone in to the medical
center while on call.
Dean Whittaker agreed that
problems now exist in contacting
medical center physicians, but assured
me that in Ihe event of an
"emergency" one of the three medical
center physicians not on call could be
contacted, or that the "emergency"

could be referred to Wood County
Hospital

harder energy measures
to follow present ones
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The cut required three stitches to be
closed. 1 arrived at the medical center
at 9:30 a.m. and three hours (and a few
drops of blood) later, the medical
center managed to contact the doctor
on call and inform him of the
"emergency" situation.
The doctor arrived a half hour later
So. Monday, shedding my apathy. I
decided to see what I could do about
what had happened to me

work and are still not done During a
ride through the area last night I
noticed just one sign in place and
others were stolen olf the boards which
were turned over.
MY HUSBAND informed me that
eight signs valued at $50 each were
stolen irom the two areas
Itcusons why "Construction Area"
signs are erected by the company is to
inlorm persons driving through the
area and to remove these signs is to
endanger lives
IF CAUGHT in possession ol these
signs the charge is Grand Larceny
Please, il you know o( persons
possessing these signs, inform them
that they may return them to the
owners-S K
Johnson Construction
Company of Maumee.Ohio.
THE CONSTRUCTION Office trailer
is located on South Mercer Itoad. No
questions will be asked Thank you

Lerrers.

'HURRY, SIR

alcoholic stories complimented
In reading Larry Violand s series
concerning Alcoholics Anonymous
lAA). Nov 6-9. I lind it a great rebel
that there still are some who try to
help others by ways of communicating
with those in need and by informing
people that there is a need for help.
His writing showed a sincere effort
to seek the truth about AA and a deep
feeling toward those indicted with the
disease of alcoholism
PEOPLE WHO are alcoholics need
not the ridicule that many ol them
receive but rather understanding and
love
As pointed out by Violand. when one
enters AA there is love all around
The presence of this extreme
comradery between members lets
those who lirst enter A A know that
there are people who care and will give
help at anytime.

labels needed
I am in the filth grade at St Aloysius
School We are collecting Campbell's
Soup and Chunky Soup labels of any
kind
WE NEED 8.000 labels for an
encyclopedia of 12 volumes. So il you
have any extra labels ol that kind
would you please send them through
the campus mail to Michael Dohcrty.
Professor ol Psychology
We need them by the lirst ol
December Thank you.
Eileen Dohcrty
730Colcmun Avc

Believe me, 1 know My lather is an
alcoholic and has been in AA lor over a
year.
I COMMEND Larry Violand on his
work about AA
He was very
comprehensive in his study and has
helped AA to achieve one ol their
goals. to reach out and help others
For those whom are not
knowledgeable about AA. their motto

can help in

"live one day at a time,
many different ways

IF EVERYTHING keeps getting you
down and you just want to go
somewhere to escape it all, DON'T'
All you have to do is live one day at a
tune and you II do just fine.
Joe White
421 Anderson

rugby coverage
I'm writing this letter to express an
opinion about sports coverage in this
paper
Daily there are articles about the
major sports ol the season, football in
the fall covers hall of the sports page
THIS IS line, but there should be a
little bit about every sport that is going
on It is a very rare occasion when you
will sec an article concerning the BG
Kugby team
Granted, rugby is more ol a club, but
it does represent Bowling Green when

it travels Both lacrosse and soccer
were fairly minor sports, but because
ol increased coverage more is known
about the sports, resulting in an
increased following
I THINK il there are a bunch of guys
who go out and gel their brains (among
other things i beat out of them, at least
there can be a short article about who
won Ihe game and scored the points
Kim Hilton
303 Chapman

letter of thanks
The family ol Tim Greenler wishes
to extend sincere thanks lo last year's
lourth door Compton Hall lor the
(lowers ihcy sent. President and Mrs
Moore lor their words ol condolence
and all of Tim's many friends who sent
flowers, cards ol sympathy and words

ol comlort.
MAY GOD bless all of you!
Waller. Marilyn and Paula Greenler
KouteOne
New Bavaria. Ohio
43548
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U.S. halts Israeli arms airlift

Egypt, Israel to exchange POWs
By TV Allocated

PTMI

Egyptian and Israeli negotiators,
meeting at a
desert outpost on the Middle
East ceasefire line, have
agreed to start exchanging
prisoners of war today, the
Red Cross announced.
The agreement announced
yesterday in Tel Aviv ended
a stalemate
that
had
threatened to break down
the shaky I'S-sponsored

Middle East truce agreement
The Israeli slate radio
announced that the prisoner
exchange
would be accompanied by a transfer of
checkpoints on the strategic
Cairo-Suez road from Israeli
tol'.N control.
THE ROAD IS the route
for supplying the Egyptian
city
of
Suez and
the
Egyptian 3rd Army, isolated
across the Suez Canal in the

Blackmailer faces probation
Carol Bogart. 24, a former I'mversity student, was placed
on three years' probation yesterday un charges of blackmail
stemming from a shooting incident last spring
Bogart was found guilty of blackmailing Charles
Holtgrcven. 39. of Kindlay. after an incident Keb 12 in which
Holtgreven was shot in the abdomen
Bogart had initially been charged with blackmail and with
aiding and abetting a shooting with intent to kill, as well as
armed robbery.
Two other persons. l.ee Snavely Fletcher and Terry
Meeker, both of Bowling Green, are serving 1-20 year
sentences for their involvement in the incident

N.w.pK.1.. brCaritaM

Braille
labels

The

Student

Body

Organization

is

installing

braille

identification signs at many elevators on campus including

Sinai Desert
Israel had
refused to turn over the
highway checkpoints and
allow supplies to pass until
agreement was reached on a
prisoner return
The Red Cross representative in Israel. Michel
Convaire. said the prisoner
exchange
would
be accomplished by direct flights
between Egypt and Israel
The Egyptian government
previously had barred direct
flights to the Jewish stale
Israel says it holds about
7.000 Arab prisoners, of
which 6.900 are Egyptian
and the remaining 100 are
Syrians. Moroccans. Iraqis
and Jordanians It figures
that Egypt has about 350
Israeli POWs and Syria
holds another 100
EGYPT. ON the other
hand, says it has only 245
Israeli POWs and claims
Israel
is holding 8.400
Egyptians

No agreement has been
reached with Syria on a
prisoner exchange
The breakthrough agree
ment came at a meeting
between Maj Gen Aharon
Yariv of Israel and Egypt's
Lt Gen Mohammed Abdul
Ghani Gamazy
The two
signed the truce pact Sunday
and have been meeting
regularly since then in a
I'.N. tent on the cease-fire
line at Kilometer 101 of the
Cairo-Suez road
At about the lime the
agreement was disclosed.
Washington and Tel Aviv
announced the emergency
I' S arms airlift to Israel
will stop today and future
weapons deliveries will be
by sea only
THE EGYPTIANS also
demand that Israeli troops
pull back to the positions
they held when the first
I'.N
cease-fire
was
proclaimed on Oct 22 This

would free the Egyptian 3rd
Army from Israeli encirclement, but Premier Golda
Meir
told the Knesset.
Israels
parliament,
on
Tuesday that the Oct. 22 line
was never officially determined
Israel
will
not
be
prepared to withdraw from
her
present
military
positions to the imaginary
and fictitious line that is
called the line of Oct 22."
she said
She proposed
instead that Egyptian and
Israeli troops withdraw to
the 1967 cease-fire lines,
which would put the two
countries
in the same
territorial situation they had
when the October war broke
out
Israel claimed Egyptian
troops directed small arms
fire at Israeli forces on
several occasions Tuesday

this on* in the Business Administration Bldg Braille tapes are
potted on the right-hand side of the elevator.

newsnotes

SBO testing braille identifiers
as aid to visually handicapped
Braille idenuficatioti signs
designed to aid visually
handicapped students currently .ire bi'int installed
outside some Unlversit) clc
valors on a trial basts \im
Davit, junior IA&SI and
member ol the Student Body
Organization iSBOl steering
committee member
said
yesterday
The project uj> origin.ill\
suggested by Dr ThomasD
Anderson
ataoclate
pro-

fessoi ol geography, and is
being conducted by time
steering
committee
member!
In addition to Davb), Tim
Sheridan, junior iEd .1 and
t'huck Wehrle. sophomore
■ B A I, are working on the
project
They are using a braille
tape writer to mark the floor
number on Ihe outer right
hand side ol the elevator at
cye-lcvcl. Davis, said

Commencement orders sought
Candidates lor the Dec 15 commencement are reminded
lo place their order immediately for cap and gown regalia at
ihe University Bookstore, student Services Bldg
No cash is needed wTien measurements are taken
Paul II Shepherd bookstore manager, also announced the
bookstore wUI be closed for annual inventory during the
week ol NO\ 19.
It will reopen Monday. Nov. 26 at 8a m

B.G.S.U.
SPORTS CAR
CLUB
HARE & HOUND
FUN RALLY

The \ isually handicapped
Undents can read these as
Ihey gel oil ihe elevators,"

she said

Signs Dive been mounted
in the Business Administration Bldg and Ihe late
Sciences Bldg . while the
Administration
Hldg
Library ami Union Will gel
them soon
according to

Davis

\\t don*l want to ollend
(he visually handicapped
Studenl in any way which is
the reason lor the trial
basis, she said
The trial will be com
pleted in the next lew days."
she added
Were waiting
to see what happens attci all
ihe signs are up belore
gathering
any
read ions
trom handicapped students
''II the reaction is all

Prison riot
HONOLULU (API
About 50
armed National tiuardsmen took up
positions inside the state prison
compound yesterday alter inmates
rioted in the main cellblock. prison
officials said Heavily armed police
had ringed the complex earlier
An unknown number of inmates
took over Ihe cellblock area, which
houses about 200 prisoners, late
Tuesday
Prison guards relreated
instead of lorcing a confrontation,
prison spokesman Jack Kellner said
Prison officials said early today
Ihey were at a stand off with the
inmates Kellner said the rebelling
prisoners had indicated they wanted
to talk, but prison officials wanted to
delay
any
negotiations
until
daybreak-about noon EST.

negative, all we do is take
them down.'" Davis said
'The project is geared
toward the new blind students who aren't familiar'
with Ihe buildings yet." she
added
Reactions to the braille
signs will be gathered next
week at the earliest. Davis
said

Classifieds
get

Princess wed

results

LONDON (AIM
Princess Anne,
the only daughter of Queen Elizabeth

MR. ED'S PIZZA PUB
FREE DELIVERY

4-60

PIZZA SMORGASBORD
TUESDAYS

4.85

SALAD BAR
WEDNESDAY

1.19
4.19

ICE SKATING
PARTIES
(Thur., Fn., Sats.,'til Xmas only)

B.G.S.U. ICE ARENA
'20.00 PER HOUR
SKATE RENTAL AVAILABLE
LOUNGE RENTAL AVAILABLE

Steak and Ale is looking for outstanding people to work as waiters and cocktail hostesses.

cSTEAK
U
^ALE»
RESTAURANTS
OF AMERICA. INC.

We offer above averag i

earnings, fl sxible hours, and emplo yee benefits.
\pply in person daily from 2-4: 30

BEER & WINE

FREE MOVIES

c.i.
Curling Sheet (57' x 150')
50 CHILDREN OR 40 ADULTS

LONDON IAP)
Britain dimmed
its street-lighting and cut heating in
public
buildings
yesterday
in
emergency
moves to meet
a
threatened shortage of energy
The government's ban on street
and flood-lighting was effective at
midnight but many firms simply
turned off their advertising signs at
closing time Movies and theaters,
however, kept their marquee-lighting
nil iini 11 Ihe deadline

$

SPAGHETTI WITH GARLIC BREAD
11" CHEESE PIZZA
NO DELIVERY ON SPECIALS

Madness!!

PHNOM PENH. Cambodia lAPI A series of Khmer Kouge assaults on
Cambodian forces along Phnom
Penh's two most vital land supply
routes cost
the government
a
defensive position and took heavy
casualties on both sides, military

Britain dimmed

MONDAY

ICE ARENA PARKING LOT

Monday

Assault report

sources said yesterday
Three of the attacks were along
Highway 4. which links the capital to
Cambodia's only deep-water port.
KompongSom.
A government column which has
been trying to recapture a two-mile
section of the road held by the Khmer
Houge was attacked at Tranpeang
Kraloeung. 37 miles southwest ol the
capital

NEW PHONE 352-1411

NOV. 18, REGIS. 12 o'clock
INFO CALL 352-9296

II. married a commoner cavalry
captain yesterday in a televised
spectacle that gave Britons a brief
respite from economic crisis and
threats of an oil shortage
Anne. 23. became Ihe bride of C'apt
Mark Phillips. 25-year-old son of a
wealthy food company executive The
queen did not give her a new son-in
law a title, at his request, and her
daughter became
"The Princess
Anne, Mrs Mark Phillips "
Fifteen hundred guests Jammed
into Westminster Abbey for the
ceremony, and more than 500 million
persons around the world were
expected to tune in to the live telecasts

Canterbury Inn

Steal t and Ale Host a urant
(Across f om Southwyck Mall ■ Only 20 min. ( om BGSU)

Mother Gave You Love,
But Also The
FUZZIES & FRIZZIES!

Thursday is 3 for 1 & 2 for 1 nite
Friday Happy Hours
ALL DAY & ALL NITE
. NO COVER CHARGE DOWNSTAIRS

Saturday is Pitcher Nite

A

'r # > A
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND

AUBURN

Now Monty Has Uni-Perm,
a Unique Way of Permanent Wave
So It Looks Natural
Consult Monty For Your Next Permanent Wave
Call 352-2611 & Ask About It!

MONTY'S BEAUTY SALON
131W WOOSTER
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University Performing Dancers
open concert season tomorrow
The University Performing Dancers, a group of students interested in all forms
of dance from modern to
tap. plan to present a full
schedule of dance concerts
and guest artists this year
Merry
Pietila.
senior
|A*S>. president of the Performing Dancers, said the
club
has
tentatively
scheduled visits by flamenco
dancer Jose Greco for Dec
2 and the G Solomon Dance
Co for Feb. 8 and «
In addition, the club will
present three of its own
concerts
The first, entitled "Shades
of Expression. ' will be presented at 8 |> MI tomorrow
and Saturday in the Forum.
Student Services lildg

people into it i dance I except
that
there
is
nothing
offered "
She said the Performing
Dancers are planning to
expand into jazz, tap and
ballet dancing, as well as
gymnastics
The student dancers pro-

into area high schools.
Pietila also said the club is
attempting to get a dance
major and minor instituted
here.
"If we can get the performing people together we
can do it," Pietila said
There would be
more

duce and direct some of the
programs
they perform,
Pietila said, while Margit
Heskett, assistant professor
of physical education and
recreation, the advisor, does
much of the remaining
work

FAA station to air original
fiction, poetry works weekly
Award last year from the
University of Illinois
Set in Chicago, the story
tells of a young boy who goes
to a While Sox game with his
lather and a Iriend
Director of the MFA fiction workshop.
Philip
O'Connor,
professor
of
F.nglish. said Malone's story
"has tones of contemporary
fiction, it's lively and bright
and
reads
very
well.
Hcrgstrom's story also read
well It's about violence in a
rural setting "
"If successful. I hope it
will continue There will be
fictional readings followed
by poetry readings, then

Original fiction and poetry
works will be read twice
weekly over WBGU-KM s
88 I airwaves starting at
It) 30 Sunday night
The program. "Bowling
Green
Writers,"
is
the
result of an idea formulated
and engineered by Alan
Holder, graduate student in
the Masters of Fine Arts
IMFAI in Creative WritingKution Workshop
"This is not the lirst time
readings have been done on
the radio." older said
As opposed to attending a
reading, a person can turn
on his radio." Holder said

THE STUDENT produced
and directed dance concert
will leature modern, jazz
and other types of dancing
Pietila said the 12 club
members work Ihroughout
the year on the dance ran
certs and also perform occasionally with the School of
Music
She said the University
Performing Dancers "have
been around a long time"
but have received little
public attention because of
lackol publicity
She said it would be ideal

HF. SAID he hopes to turn
this into a weekly program,
that will "go on forever and
ever
Station Manager Frank
Baker said.
Tin really
pleased with It The tech'
MI< .< 1 and aesthetic quality is
great
The first program will feature two short stories, the
works of Mike Malone and
Hob Hcrgstrom. graduate
students
in
the
MFA
program.
Malone's story, tin The
t)ld Homan Specifll,*1 won
the first .1 Kicker 4uinn

if the University Performing
Dancers received l he same
attention as their theater
counterpart, the University
Theatre
"It would be nice We're
supposed In represent the
University With dance just
as the University Theatre
does with plays.
Pietila
said
SHE ADDED the club is
trying >n get its programs

A FICTION writer him
self,
O'Connor
helped
organize the MFA in creative writing program with
Fred F.ckman. professor of
F.nglish. who is a poet
I hope to have a special
program with these men
reading
their
works."
Holder said
He also hopes to expand,
enabling visiting writers to
record some of their short
works

Meeting to discuss law school
A meeting for all seniors planning to attend law school
upon graduation will be held from 7-9 p m Monday in 112
Business Administration Bldg
Discussion will focus upon selection of law schools,
application and admissions procedures and the role test
scores play in these processes
Alternatives available to students not accepted by a law
school will be discussed Students also will be guided in
reviewing college-wide and department requirements for
graduation
This meeting is designed especially for seniors A
program for Ireshnien and sophomores will be held winter
quarter and will stress prelaw and grade point averages.
Juniors will be instructed in preparations for the l.,iw
Scholastic Aptitude Test during a meeting spring quarter

Free Coke
Nite
3 FREE COKES WITH ANY
LARGE PIZZA TONIGHT

Domino's

possibly a combination." he
said.
All programs will be rebroadcast on Thursdays at
12 30 in the afternoon.

352-5221

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Congratulates

Dennis Hoops and Ron Koza
on their
Tennis Championship
Sweater Specials!
Long Smock Tops

Dance
concert

Melon ie Stinson, Beth Collins and

Transfer situation discussed
Kv Karen Richards
Ti .Mister students were
once considered the "overlooked, underrated segment
ol the student populaton,"
according to this year's Nutshell magazine, a spec i.il
publication
for
college

frethmen
But is the situation still
this
bad"
Just
what
problems
do
transfer
students face?
Tom
Glick,
as isi.int
director of admissions, said
he thinks the main problems, especially for students
trom two-year colleges, are
making the social adjustment while adjusting to
junior level
work,
transterring work not in the I'niversity's curriculum and
(ransterring lo the Uni-

versity's College ol Business
Administration from a twoyear business curriculum
Tilt: BltitiKSr problem
with credit acceptance is
when a student transfers in
the technology area. Qllck

said
Phil
Hicks, sophomore
i B A I and transfer from
l.ni.iin County Community
College, said that from 45
credits earned Ihere, only 35
transferred
lo
the
University
He said he had trouble
reading his schedule and the
summer meeting for transler
student
registration
was worthless
This year's turnout for a
special
transfer
student
orientation program was
poor, Glick said.

Sometimes the transfer
student makes his own
problems
by
failing
to
attend orientaton in the
fall," he said "Then when
he has a problem, he doesn't
know where lodo."
He said a transfer student
at the University hs the
same chance as any other
persons to get involved in
extracurricular activities
SOME TRANSFER students said certain courses
that were required lor their
associate degree wouldn't
have been required if they
had started their degree program at the University
Amy Butler, junior (A&Sl
and transfer student from
Lakeland
Community
College, said the housing
office told her she would

QUESTIONS ABOUT CAREERS?
HOT LINES TO ANSWERS:
COLLEGE ADVISING OFFICES
ARTS & SCIENCES
372-2015
BUSINESS
372-2747
EDUCATION
372-2751
COUNSELING CENTER - 372-2081
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT
372-2356

Ribbed Turtlenecks

r

Quart Cokes

Long & Short Vests
Reg. '11.00

Now $5"

Tonight!!

Embroidered Vests
by "Charlie's Girls"
Reg. '14.00

Now s3"

I.'

The Powder Puff
525 RIDGE
West of McDonald

will

Student Services Bldg

Now $8"
Now 4"

Thomas, all juniors ( A AS)

Entitled "Shades of Expression," the concert begins at 8 p.m. in the Forum.

Reg.' 15.00

Reg. '9.00

JOMII*

perform at lh« University Performing Dancers' concert tomorrow and Saturday.

A full 32 oz. of Domino's
coke, to compliment your pizza
for only a quarter.
DOMINO'S PIZZA 352-5221

have to live off campus
because she applied too late
I June I for housing and there
were no rooms
Most students said they
had no problem adjusting to
the environment because
they had friends who were
willing to acquaint (hem
with the University
The new financial aid
policy proved confusing for
some transfer students
Beryl D. Smith, diceclor
of Student Financial Aid.
said that prior to this year,
only transfer students with
associate degrees were eligible lor financial aid their
first
quarter
at
the
University
THIS YEAR, he said, all
transfer students are eligible their first quarter "on
an equal basis with all other
students "
Some transfer students
said they failed to apply
because Iheywere going by
the old rule that said they
were ineligible for financial
aid the first quarter

Sue
Huber,
sophomore
i Ed ) and a transfer student
from
Lorain Community
College, said a University
counselor told her transfer
students couldn't get financial aid until they had
finished
at
least
one
quarter s
work
at
the
University
Glick said that il s
student receives j grade ot
C or better trom another
college or university. Ihe
course
is
usally
transferable if it is in the University curriculum
"It is an advantage If a
student comes to us will in
associate degree, he said
"A grade of D' is trans
lerrable only if the student
holds an associate degree
HE SAID that before fall
quarter last year, the University would not accept a D
grade
"Generally, the associate
degree student can transfer
only 96 credit hours to
Bowling Green." Glick said

Taxi rides to airport available
As a service lo the campus and community, the
International Center is offering transportation to and from
the Toledo Express Airport.
Operating somewhat like a taxi cab. the service is run by
the foreign students and managed by Olayiwola Arasanmi.
sophomore IB.A). from Nigeria
"The service is convenient and much cheaper than
present facilities (local taxi cabs)." Dr L Edward Shuck.
International Student Programs director, said
"The transportation is available to students, their friends
and Ihe community." he explained
The program, which started yesterday afternoon, can be
activated within three hours. Dr Shuck said
Anyone in need of this service should contact Arasanmi at
352-6064 or Ihe International Office at 372-2247 and the
message will be relayed

Laboratory tests fail
to detect cause of fire
A slate fire marshal's investigation has failed to
determine the cause of a fire Oct 9 in Jerry City that killed
eight children of a couple employed by the University
Melvin Billman. deputy slate fire marshal, said the cause
ot the blaze in Ihe trailer home of Jesus and Elaine Trevino
has been listed as undetermined following laboratory tests
of material from Ihe fire scene
The Trevinos were reportedly on their way home from the
University, where they are employed as custodians, when
the early-morning fire erupted
The children, ranging in age from 1-9 years, were trapped
in the trailer and died from asphyxiation due to carbon
monoxide fumes, according to Dr Hoger Peatee. Wood
County coroner
Billman said the fire began in a pail in the trailer's
kitchen, but added he was unable to find what started II.
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Rape-major problem on college campuses
By Terry Ryu
AnocUted Preu Writer
Rapes and assaults on
women have become a
major
problem
on
the
nation's college campuses,
security officials say They
cite coed dorms, hitchhiking
and lack of concern as
contributing factors
Campus
administrators
have responded by imposing
tighter regulations in living
areas,
increasing
police
patrols and installing better
locks and lights Women are
taking self-defense courses,
and male students have
started escort services on
many campuses.
"Attacks on females have
gone up at just about every
school we have contact
with.' said Herbert T Voye.
editor of the Campus Law
Enforcement Journal
It's
not just a question of more
women reporting it It has
happened."
VOYE IS chief of security
at Tufts I'niversily near
Boston
Several female
students have been raped on
or near the campus in the
past year, including one girl
raped in a dormitory room
during the first week of
class this fall
I was looking lorward to
a nice quiet year,'' said
Voye
Now the students are up

in arms demanding more
security They want me to
beg the administration for
money to have a man with a
dog patrolling on campus
Tufts has spent S30.000 to
upgrade campus lighting,
has a female security officer
training at a rape crisis
center and now has guards
stationed inside women's
dormitories
Like nearly all campus
police officials. Voye said
nonstudents
were
responsible
for
the
increasing
attacks
on
women
"To judge from the people
we have apprehended and
what I've heard from other
campuses, the majority of
cases
don't
involve
students, "said Voye.
"It's outsiders
THE INCREASE of rape
incidents is not an isolated
phenomenon but part of a
genera] rise in campus
crime during the past few
years
Long considered inviolate
sanctuaries, schools across
the country are now plagued
with incidents ranging from
bicycle thefts to muggings
There are exceptions, but
not many
The
rise
in
rape
complaints on campus is
also part of a nationwide
situation reflected in the 70
per cent jump in reported
rapes in all jurisdictions

surveyed by the Federal
Bureau
of
Investigation
(FBIi during the past five
years
Crime is increasing in
our society,
said Audie
Shuler. police chief at the
I'niversily
of
Florida's
Gainesville campus
"We live in it. so we are
part of it."
Twenty male students at
the Florida school were
hired last month to augmen;
the campus police force
after one woman was raped
in a parking lot and another
abducted
and
raped
elsewhere They are armed
with whistles and badges but
do not carry guns or have
arrest powers
RAPE REPORTS have
mounted at big city and
small town schools alike
Two girls were raped and
two others assaulted in a
housing complex on the
Hrigham Young I'niversily
campus in I'rovo, Utah City
and campus police were
alarmed by reports that gunluting male students had
taken to guarding girls
apartments
At the University of Illinois
Champaiiin-Trbana
campus,
four
rapes or
attempted
rapes
were
reporled in the 12 months
that ended last June Four
such CIMi already h.iw
been reported this school
year
Teams ol security

officers were dispatched to
lecture in dormitories and
sororities
on
preventing
rape and dealing with it if it
occurs
The
increasing
independence of women was
cited by many security
chiefs as an underlying
explanation for the increase
in rapes Women are more
likely now to work alone in a
laboratory at night or walk
by themselves to the library
after dark
You can come out here
any night ol the week and
you'll see a coed walking
alone." said A.L McCoy,
security chief at Louisiana
State University.
"You Just wonder. Now.
she's just not concerned."
And a lot ol them have the
opinion. Well, it's just not
going to happen to me.' So I
don't know what the answer
is "
Changes in campus living
patterns have made the job
ol protecting all students
more difficult, said security
officers Coed dorms and
open living areas mean
anyone can wander around
without arousing suspicion,
(h-y said
ALTHOUGH students just
a few years ago lought lor
such arrangements, dornuluiv scrunty is now being
tightened,
often
at
the
urging of students At the
University ol Pennsylvania.

Assault
prevention
200 women staged a sit in
outside
the
president's
Office
demanding;
belief
protection alter a series ol
rapes in the campus area
Hitchhiking
lein.il/
students, now a common
sigh I
around
most
campuses, are particularly
vulnerable to attack
In
addition
to
numerous
reports ol rape, hitchhiking
college girls have been
murdered during the past

tmtiimui Pma Wir.>h.l«
Indiana University students have taken two steps to combat rape

THE COMMUNIQUE said
scientific, cultural and business exchanges will
be
increased To reassure the
Chinese that US detente
with the Soviet Union is not
directed against China, Kissinger joined in renouncing
domination in the Pacific or
elsewhere
and
opposing
"efforts
by
any other
country
or
group
of
countries'" to dominate in
any area
Kissinger's
Japanese
hosts, worried by the cutback in Middle East oil.
were more interested in the
secretary of state's report
on his tour of the Middle
East just before he went to
China
Foreign
Minister
Masayoshi Ohira said the

Middle East and oil supplies
would be the chief agenda
topic for Kissinger's twoday visit
After an initial meeting of
more than two hours. Ohira
told
newsmen he had
received the impression lhat
Kissinger
had
exerted
strenuous efforts and determination"
to solve
the
Middle East conflict
Regarding Peking. Ohira
said he had the impression
there would be no sharp or

sudden change in relations
between the United Slates
and China
A TOP Kissinger aide described the
U S -Chinese
communique "an attempt to
move forward along the
road
toward
normalization "
opened in the two capitals
this year as a result ol Ihe
mutual pledge alter President Nixon's visit to China to
"build a bridge" across the
Pacific after two decades of

hostility
Kissinger and the Chinese
now have agreed to slep up
the activity by these offices
Tbey may loon be embassies
in everything but name
Taiwan. Ihe home ol the
Nationalist Chinese government with which the United
States still maintains diplomatic relations, remains a
"delicate
matter."
the
official said
In the 1972 communique
signed in I'eking by President Nixon and Premier

year m Boston; Ann Arbor,
Mich . and Santa Cruz,
(alii
While
most
women
recognize the danger, many
consider it an infringement
on their freedom to be told

the) should no) hitchhike
"It's the only way I have
ol getting home, said a girl

Fifteen rapes and at least
other assaults on women
have
been
reported
in
Bloomlngton since Vprll Six
rapes were reported in the
JO

5 Reserved Seats Only $3
w hen

November 23rd

Teams

Cleveland Crusaders

Wuebec Nordiques
Time
^^~

Friday. 8 00 P M

Wwrv

ANNIVERSARY
DOOR BUSTER SALE

NOW

EVENING - 7:15 & 9:30

$

10" to $2500 3 DAYS ONLY?

Sport Coats & Blazers

■

oniy$7" SAVKJ

Greek Style Nylon Jackets

"YOUR COMPLETE CAMPUS OUTFITTER"

THE EARLY RETURNS ARE M...

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NITE - 'l00 & ID

" THE WAY WE WERE' IS HIT ENTERTAINMENT,
and maybe even memorable entertainment."
"TheWayWeWere'isa
cinch to score as the biggest, glossiest romantic
blockbuster of the waning
movie year. It turns out to
be smoothly intelligent
and irresistible."

■ |T~EH out DAY I BEAD IN THt
; ~twi»*Bt*
•fllMMDOuCtiON
Cy90U° IN TM£
ASIA foe 5
»£ABS N€«05
MOOCiSOg
voices foe

"A romantic, stylish and
thoroughly enjoyable
movie.' SEStCT"

1

'Pure entertainment, a
must see for Streisand
fans, and this year's
romantic screen hit!

[TV ANO *ACO COMMtBOALS
JONOue rALtMT***
f»0 BsGisreAno* tit i9
MQwetO ) * KKi'QE
iNTE«£Sr«0 CALL 1-

Z*4B-ti6,93'

OUMM KiiKS M us w morjucinK

as ,ow as $4" - 2 „ $800 Sjjg j

THE TRADITIONAL DEN

You Saw Them Practice - Now See Them Play

AT BOWLING GREEN'S
STADIUM PLAZA

■

Nick's Place
Cleveland Arena

— Tickets Available —
405 Student Services

CINEMA I

,i

Slacks-Shoes Save 10%-50% SWEATERS AND MORE!:

vs

Thanksgiving Vacation

|

Ksrcii I sei i ires hfrVe been
started in three ol 'the uni
versily's
dorHfffory
complexes In Tctertjuad
tangle one ol the' dormi
tunes. 75 male vulUrtteers
signed up lo esenrl women
around campus aftet*<N*k

th

Jeans-Slacks

Bowling Green's Number One Sports Alumnus, Nick Mileti and General
Manager Jack Vivian (former BG Hockey Coach) invite you to an exciting evening ol WHA Hockey at a special price

*SeD^

Whj shouldn 11'

entire count) last ve,W

THE DEN'S

Chou
Enlai.
the United
States agreed lo arrange a
gradual withdrawal of US
military forces from the
island These now number
about 6.500

SAVE
THE
NEWS

■landing beside a guard
booth ,il Ihc edge nt Indiana
University's
Bloomlngton
campus with her ttunnh oul

BGSU NITE

.*££$&

.

escort service has been established by male volunteers.

Kissinger arrives in Japan
TOKYO I AH I - Secretary
of State Henry A Kissinger
turned his attention to U.S.Japanese
relations yesterday after flying into
Japan from China, where he
and peking s Communist
leaders agreed to increase
contacts.
A communique published
alter Kissinger's departure
Irom Peking included U.S.
acknowledgement
that
there is bul one China and
that Taiwan is part of
China
This alfirmed the prin
iiple that there is only one
China, a sensitive issue in
the long-standing dispute
between I'eking and the
Nationalist
regime
on
Taiwan A senior official in
Kissinger's party said the
assertion would be explored
further through diplomatic
channels in the next few
months

Woman

Against Rape (WAR) hat been organized to teach dolense techniques and an
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"Ihe teaming of Streisand
and Redford was a
stroke of genius.
Always interesting apart
they are irresistible
together. Streisand is
Streisand—brash.vulqar
and vulnerable Redford is
excellent as the youthful
Visigoth who never
fulfills his promise"

CINEMA H
AT BOWLING GREEN'S
STADIUM PLAZA

HELD OVER 7th WEEK"*
IT COULD TURN OUT TO BE
THE BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR1
fv«. 0(7.15-9:35

Sal.-Svn. M«t. 2:15 4:45 £

When was the last timq
you stood up and
applauded a movie?
When were you so impressed and involved
ihrtt you spontaneously cheered''
In theaters across the country, audiences are
standing up applauding and checring"WalkingTall "
It is a deeply moving, contemporary film
"WalkingTall" is based on the true story of a
young man who wouldn't surrender to the system
and the girl who
alwjy* stooti by him

jl

f

WALKING TAU
WALKING TALL'
JOE DON BAKER ELIZABETH HART|«AN
ROSE MARY MURPHY.- .......... '',

Past* 6/Th. BG N.wi, Thursday, November 15. 1973

76 campaign preliminaries begin

Car Wash _ Gulf
gas
15 gal. Free Wash
10 gal. 50<
5 gal. 75«
RAIN CHECK

1000 S. MAIN
\\l

I^ASALLE^S

WASHINGTON (AP) The 1976 presidential
campaign has already
started, three years before
the next election and one
year after politicians vowed
to prevent a repetition of the
seemingly endless 1972
campaign
If anything, the preliminary maneuvering is
ahead of the 1972 pace with
both parties involved in the
initial soundings
The basic reason (or the
advance planning is a belief
that it takes several years to
put together the kind of
organization needed to
capture the presidency, and
a fear that any candidate
who delays may find
someone else has gotten
there first.
The early start indicates
that the long 1972 campaign
of Sen. George McGovern,
in which he declared formal
candidacy a full year ahead
ul the usual starting time,
may become the rule next
time around
AMONG the Republicans,
Govs Nelson A Rockefeller
of New York, former
Democrat John < onnally of
Texas and Sen Charles
Percy of Illinois have
started moving around the
country, making speeches
and extending their GOP
contacts.
They will likely be active
next year in the 1974
congressional and gubernatorial campaign, along
with Gov Konald Iteagan of
California, who has decided

against seeking a third
term Already the favorite
of GOP conservatives, he
plans to launch an ambitious
national speaking tour in
1975
Percy is the farthest
advanced towards ■
candidacy.
He
has
announced formation of an
Exploratory Committee to
guide his decision and has
started research on a
possible race
Other GOP possibilities
such as Sen. Howard H.
Baker Jr. of Tennessee and
former Atty Gen Elliot L.
Richardson have received
valuable television exposure
but have yet to make any
overt
moves
toward
candidacy.

permits. They have avidly
followed the work of a party
commission revising Democratic delegate selection
rules.
TWO OTHERS who have
expressed interest, Gov.
John J. Gilligan of Ohio and
Sen
Birch E. Bayh of
Indiana, face 1974 tests at
the polls before they can
decide whether to embark
on a presidential race.

The biggest question mark
for the Democrats is Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy of
Massachusetts. He leads the
early polls but has done
little and indicates he won't
move before 1975.
Kennedy is likely to be the
most active of all Democratic campaigners in 1974.
However, he has also
indicated he might run for

convention,
and
Sea.
Edmund S. Muskie indicates,
he could be interested

As for the remaining
veterans of the 1972
campaign,
McGovern
denied a recent report he
might run again. Sen.
Hubert II Humphrey says
he won't seek the
nomination but could be
available at a deadlocked

THEN, there are the dark
horses. Gov Daniel Walker
of Illinois, for example,
recently raised some money
in Beverly Hills. Calif., a
traditional financial stop for
Democrats. The assumption
was he had a national race in
mind.

w
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ACROSS

61 Army meal.
62 Derember time.
63 Lawyer: Abbr.

1 Vault.
S Coasted.
0 Relax a little

13 Invirlrliitc

1 Kinsmen: Colloq.
2 Copper mining
town, Veneauela.
.1 Fanry-free's
partner.
1 I'nnteMant.
5 Pilfer: Slang.
6 Peeress.
7 Wedding words.
R Dabbler in the
arts.
9 Branches: Bot.
10 "I" trouble.
11 Wicked Biblical
city.
12 Important suit.
16 Crieg's **_
Death."
21 Word with thing
or time.
21 Fire-worshiper.
25 Arranged in
groups.
27 Leifs father.

38 Feather M-arf.
39 Miserly one.
41 Time of day.
42
43
11
17
(8
49
Si

45
46
48
50
51
52
53

DOWN

14 Arroyo's rrlativr.
15 Creek assembly.
17 Car trunk, in
Britain.
18 Craven image.
19 „
operand i.
20 Petty kingdom.
22 Summary of a
sort.
24 Turnpike
division.
25 Terminal: Ahhr.
26 Devilkins.
27 Valuable »ood.
2*> Length measure*,
in Britain.
$1 Tree part.
32 Venation.
.16 Pronoun.
37 Certain lervieemen.

29 Cleopatra**
friend.
30 Sigmoid.
'V2 Speed up.
33 Overflowing *hh
good spirit-,.
34 Snoop.
35 Cale receipts.
37 Brit, legislator*.
.0 TV adjuncts.
II Kind of fishing.
43 College deg%.
II Bone up.

Zenana.
Dole upon.
Type, class.
War god.
True to life.
Diplomat's need.
Dickens "little"
girl.

—

*
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17

21

?8

45
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jOcp" MAN. JUSTSHIN6
>.\ " THE CONDITIONS HERE

. SH0UD TAKE THE RESPONSIBIIirr]
' FOR VICT1MI2IN6 ALL THESE
■ PEOftei^/

We deliver told Subs to your door. Choose
2

g"S«b C*l.**) or » 2H "b.JJjJ€ (H ^

t lifpry rhrese^hPtKuvd Kunko^ hom,
Sdliv^1.r.<j -.rtUiBu j cri^plettotej+^nptinaj
tor>iato«?S,part.to)«rpickles Bnd »ir dll
meet+ogethtr between two birjhjnks of
' t>bm<>rinel>^r.s r-ogiwe y00 ^e sob you've
b' Ti vjdit^a for. And don'i fornet
piczd

' d> ce, r,r m<iyonri<<ise. for /our lip-1 it Km a
' ot>m6rine juities.

iniprts-i your vurtrni 4r.endS vnitl>acoldSob
A+ yoorpl.ve. FKtE DtllvERV. Thegds
"Aorloy ?- Don't worry, we'll get y«..3«b
Ir, your doer
even ,t we. have to fore.
'">' movinqmen todebverit.

Sizes 3-13.

Sobdrtonbeedooond all -H,at Sort of stuff.
Vee you tor,ight.....dtfc3l.«,"s,oftoor».

sale 2f.,7.99
culls.

Sizes

Sale Rum Thru This Sal. Nov 1 7

Downtown Lasalle's B.G.
.;:

Store Open Moo Fri 9 45 9 00
tuts. Wed. Sat 94S5 30
Sunday 12 30 5 30

5-13.

IWLIfllS
•PIZZA
leo«fS.m*in

■
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YOU 607
ANY IDEA
HOW WE
C0ULO 6ET
EM OVER7

COME TO THINKOF
IT BOSS 1 KNOW
A LOCAL AUSSe
PILOT WHO OWES
ME /> FAVOR'

0KK1,
T*K in

peoPLf

im

black girls, immediately
Call 352-7185 or 3S3-I71I

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will hold a chapter
meeting tonight at 7 30 pm in the River Hoom ot the
Union
The Speech 141 Class will present Ihe play I Do. or 1
Don't" tonight at 8 00 pm in 1* Hanna Hall The play
will be performed by members of Ihe Speech 141
Class The event is Iree and open to Ihe public
There will be a Christian Science Organization
Testimony meeting at 6 30 tonight in Proul Chapel
The Students International Meditation Society will
hold two preparatory lectures on Transcendental
Meditation, both the second in a series of two The
lirst lecture will be at 4 00 pm today in 112 Life
Science Building The second let-lure will be tonight at
8 00 pm. in 114 Education Building Both are free and
open to the public.

RIDES
Hide available tor 2 to
Kilt 12. Nov 19 al 1 00
372-1131

•sots -Sr>«Mem
■VlSMflt

Domino s is now hiring
drivers Must be 18 and
have car SI 70 plus commission 352-S221

Hide needed to Western
New
York.
Thanks
giving
Call Martin 2-

Drivers wilh own cars,
over
21
needed
Sal
nights 5 2 Apply at Mr
Kd s I'lua l"ub

Hide
available
to
Kocth'ster, New York for
TU Leave Tues Nov
20th tall 3S2502SI alter 9
pm
_

I'art lime counter girl
with experience working
for a dry-cleaner
See
Dan
Long,
Long's
Cleaners.
110
F.
Napoleon Kd

an

Need ride lo and Irom
L A.. Calif
Christmas
break Will share driving
li expense I'aul 3i2-tin2

HELP WANTED
Need a job during the
Christmas vacation- in
Toledo (all 2S2-2O10 102 If qualified could lead
lo part-time work during
Quarter

%

CLaSSIFIED -<wi»

The BUSH Karate Club will hold a practice session
tonight from 6-6 pm in 201 Hayes Hall

Hide needed to Wash IX'
or area Thanks break
Will pay expenaes 4 help
drive Call Vikki. B2

■'. Compare at $9. Cotton top-oils in assorted
prints. 7 button

s

! '
:. 1

16

133

*>4

Wdmit

Hall.

;■ colors,

A N

hm

International Programs World Students Association
will hold a meeting today from 2-4 pm. in the
International Lounge in the basement of Williams

juniors! buy 2, save 1 /2
I on versatile classic blouses

s

H

£>-A*<Y'
&J■ Wj\J--i y\
lltP-Vp&L /i.Ci

The French (Mub will hold a French Cabaret today
trom 1.90 to 4 30 in Ihe French House French
pastries and hot beverages will be sold by Ihe French
Club members This is open lo all

styles

II

D

5C 1
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YOU KNOW, IF WE COULD 6£T
SOME Of THESE HEF06US OVER TO
UASHH6T0N, UHIRI THE/ COULD
WELL LOBBY'ON THEIR OWN
BEHALF. I BET WE'D 6ET
SOME ACTION WEN' j, yg/ui'

CAMPUS CALENDAR

•. includes wools, cotton corduroys. All in "now"

R D

u

8

,

by Garry Trudeau

IWM

' Comport at $12 to $16. Variety oi fabrics

A
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DOONESBURY

V IS HTA.IV 6ETIIN6 TV ME
I ITS JUST NOT FMR'SOMEONE
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SUPPLIED BY PETTI'S

sale 7.99

|

BHZ4

Adults $1.95 Children under 12 - $1.00
Dinner includes: Spaghetti with Meat Sauce,
Italian Salad, Garlic Bread, Milk or Coffee

save $4 to 1 /'I now on famous
junior pants in 15 colors
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56 Little: Fr.

28 The two.

Stage of life.
ft—ItT ill.
Srorrh,
< lii'ini. .1 suffi*.
Highlander.
Smiling.
Hrmther.

55 Type of golf
lournamenl.
57 Line or ridge.
58 Actress Oberon.
59 At hand.
60 Buv letter ahhr.

5 - 7 P.M.
THURSDAY* NOV. 15

yoi' Cdn ( hopse trom Italian dreis.na
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54 Making a din.

At Bowling Green High School

on
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

AMONG Democrats. Sen
Henry M
Jackson of
Washington is the most
active Some say he never
stopped campaigning after
his unsuccessful 1972 bid
Sen Walter F Mondale of
Minnesota says he is
interested, has been
traveling around a lot and is
expected to launch some
kind of campaign committee
next year.
Sen. Lloyd M Bentsen of
Texas has raised a $300,000
kilty to finance his work as
chairman of the Senate
Democratic Campaign Committee while saying he will
decide at the end of 1974
whether a presidential bid is
feasible
Aides to Alabama Gov.
George C Wallace make
clear he will run if his health

Bowling Green Jaycees
Annual
Spaghetti Dinner

re-election to the Senate in
1976 rather than seek the
presidency.

Attractive young girls
needed as waitresses 21
and over Apply in person
at Dixie Electric Co 174IS4»
llousebuy needed lor sor
only house For inter
view i all 372 2871

WANTED
Apartment near campus
for winter and spring
quarters Fred. 372-4302
I female roommate to
share apartmeM at (40
*th Street with 2 other

2 or 3 people with com
petent
secretarial
abilities to do typing in
their own residence This
work will be for Ihe
benefit of Israel
Call
352-5682 after 6
Apt mate needed winter
quarlei Call 352 6673
1 f. for 4-man apt Kent
pd. thru Dec. IS. lmmed
occup Call 352-7367

I female roommate to
share apt with 2 other
girls Call 352 9378
1 female roommate for
winter
and
spring
quarters Village Green
Apartments Call Eileen.
352-1107
Female lo sublease lor
winter quarter Call 3526062 alter 5 pm Near
campus.

SERVICES OFFERED
Hehable Abortion Service
24 hour service
Clinic close to area 1 to
24 week terminated by
licensed
certified
obstetrician gynecologist
Immediate
arrangements will be made with
no hassle Call collect
216-6311557
Experienced typist Dissertations. Iheses. lermpapers 3526215
l-ONTKMPUKAKY
PENDANTS by rilll.ll'
MORTON THE WORK
INO
HANI)
CKAFT
CENTER SI5Conneaul
Need lo lalk wilh sonic
one' tall CHRISTUNE
352-0370 any hour, any
day

FOR RENT
House for real
needed.
I
blk
campus 352-6162

I

girl
from

PERSONALS
PATTI
Happy
UMI
versary lion' It's been
the most wonderful V
months of my life' Also.

congratulations on your
initiation into ALPHA
LAMBDA DELTA I'm
so proud of you' All my
love. Rob.

sit in on as much as
possible of the winter
quarter Please contact
instructor lor lime and
place

Brothers of Pi Kappa
Alpha
Sisters
came
Irom i.ir and near to
raise their mugs for a
good ole cheer We all
agree the tea was fun.
lei's hurry and have
another one1'" We like
the Pikes The Sisters ol
Alpha Phi

Have
you
discovered
Pauper's
used
paper
backs' 111 W Woosler
Open 11 30 to 4 00 except
Wed liSun

Teke
Hockey
Team
That's three down and
three lo go Hey Evans,
who was the biggest hot
dog this week''
Congratulations
Shawn
Locker and Jeff Brill on
your Phi Tau engagement
Best
wishes
M»J\S The Brothers
Look who's lavaliered'
The Phi Taus say congratulations lo Peg and
Lewie
Millon
Bradley
Surprised to hear thai even
Snarl
can smile Am
waiting lo see for myself
Bewildering Beth
Chip
Only one more
day! 1 mus you1 Love.
Bucky Beaver
Alpha
Xi's
and
new
pledges are psyched for
the Kappa Sig Tea'
Congratulations Peg ii
Bill
on
your
recenl
pinning
"You fell for
It "
Mark Some people will
do ANYTHING lor Ihe
TKE HOUSE Gel well
soon. Love. Barb. Polly.
Lyn
Now
open
Adidas shoes
equipment now
Locker Room
Goods. Ill S
Ph 353*341

featuring
Hockey
in slock
Sporting
Main St

II
is
suggested
thai
anyone from last year's
Swedish Class who is
interested in taking Ihe
third quarter this spring.

Happv Birthday.
Alice' D.UH
Don't
miss
excitement.
is.
Grand

Mary

fun
and
November
Ballroom,

FREE

FOR SALE
2 steel-studded 0137-14
Firestone
snow
tires
Like new. 135 Ph 352
0577 after!
FM stereo tuner a. BSH
turntable 352-7316
1087 Dodge Van. see al
1510 Clough SI 741. Bill
Brewer WX)

11.500 BTU Gibson A C
Good condition. $75 2414085 after 5 00
'
Used furniture & appliances Largest dealer in
the area Also new furniture at prices you can
afford
Kline's
Used
Furniture & Antiques.
101 Mam SI
cornci
Main
&
Rl
231
Kismgsun. Ohio
1071
Dodge
Van,
6
cylinder, food condition
352-7073 or 523-5705
1965 Mercury, perfect
condition, best offer. Call
352-5897 after 8 pm
Kalamaioo.
single,
pickup,
solid
body
guitar, best offer Craig
2 5155
Suede Maxi coal
Sue 10-11 352 5867

Volvo

145

I44S. 1970 mint

condition, must sell' 3526656aller4 00
—

■

'

i

Diamond rmg for sate.
75 Karat Call 352-5613
evenings

Thursday, Nov.mb., IS, 1973, Th. KNtm/h,.7

Saturn rocket activated

Skylab to start mission
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(API - Engineers activated
the Saturn IB rocket yesterday that is to hurl the
Skylab 3 astronauts into
space tomorrow on an 85day mission
The countdown clock
started when power-producing fuel cells were activated in the Apollo capsule
atop the rocket and the first
stage of the Saturn booster
was filled with 41,500 gallons
of fuel for the 901 am.
launch tomorrow.
William C Schneider. Skylab program director, gave
the go-ahead for the launch
Tuesday night after engineers said there appeared
to be no danger from cracks
found in some aluminum
structural parts of the
Saturn IB
The launch was postponed
twice in the last week while
metallurgists and technicians ran computer tests
to determine if the cracks
posed a hazard to the
astronauts
OFFICIALS believe the
cracks in the eight-year-old
rocket resulted as a combination of salt-air corrosion
and stresses placed on the
rocket during fuel lank pressuruation tests.
The Skylab 3 astronauts-Genld P C'arr. William R
Pogue and Edward Uibson-

a l tended a briefing yesterday on experiments they
will make to study the sun
during their flight
Their launch will mark the
beginning of an 18-month
hiatus in manned spacecraft
firings at the Kennedy Space
Center

nations to mate and transfer
astronauts in space

The next scheduled
manned launch will be in
July, 1975, when an American Apollo spacecraft is to
dock in space with a Russian
Soyui ship to test docking
devices They would enhance the rescue capabilities for spacemen by
allowing craft from both

AS HAD been true with
the two previous Skylab
launchings. the Cape Canaveral area exhibited only a
shadow of the public interest
that •urrounded the manned
moon launchings

City school administrators
to discuss energy situation
By Diane Dalles

Like school systesms
across the United States.
Bowling Green schools are
feeling the effects of the
energy crisis
Dr. Robert McCracken.
superintendent of Bowling
Green schools asked school
administrators in a meeting
Monday, to meet with their
building staffs in an effort to
acquire
facts
and
suggestions on coping with
the crisis
At this stage, the Board of
Education does not foresee
any closing of schools,
according
to Joseph
Stockner. clerk of the board
Whether or not the schools
close hinges upon many
things." said Stockner
"AN EDICT from the
stale of Ohio could certainly
change the situation.' he
said

Cutting down on the use of
fuels has not been a major
consideration of the board.
Stockner said
"Bowling Green schools
have always looked for
places to cut back
expenditures.''
Stockner
said
"We run on a
minimum now "
Natural gas. gasoline, fuel
oil and diesel fuel are now
used by the school system

will be a problem in
attaining fuel, the budget
will not allow for the
purchase of new buses, said
Stockner
A
follow-up
administrative council meeting
will be held Monday. Nov
26
Administrators will
present their ideas on how to
further minimize the energy
crisis in Bowling Green
schools

THE PURCHASE of two
diesel buses last January
has created a new problem
for the board, according to
Stockner

Split second

HE SAID the class began
the project by collecting
background information on
the impeachment process
and the proceedings that
were carried out in 1868
against President Andrew
Johnson, the only U S
President ever impeached
The class began the roleplaying by having members of the press'" speak
about the Watergate scandal

and the possibility ol impeaching Nixon
Students then were assigned roles of senators,
aides, media representatives and the President
himself
Every day we open with
a 5- to M-minute recap by
the media people of what
has happened the day
before," Patterson said
THE STUDENT playing
Nixon made a speech about
the Watergate crisis during
the first week of the simulation, and during ths second
week the House of Representatives drew up a formal
impeachment
resolution
with seven charges against
the President. Patterson
said
The charges include conspiring with his aides to obstruct justice, conspiracy to
obstruct justice by firing
Special Watergate Prosecutor Archibald Cox. using a
federal agency for an illegal
act, conspiring to cover up
the Watergate burglary,
improper impoundment of
funds appropriated by Congress, withholding evidence
from a federal court, and
violating the Constitution by
accepting illegal gifts
Patterson said the charges
will move into the simulated
Senate, which acts as a

this time •xpotur* of paopl* playing peel in the University billiards
depicts just hew much action can be accomplished in a half-second.

A

Debate on fuel bill postponed
WASHINGTON I API The Senate sent the White
House a sweeping mandatory fuel allocation bill
yesterday and then, in a
surprise move, adjourned
lor the day without considering emergency energylegislation

Recent
federal
regulations state that diesel
suppliers cannot sell fuel to
new buyers Because ol a
stipulation of the regulation,
the Bowling Green school
system is considered a new
buyer Even though there

"The Republicans weren't
ready.
Senate
Interior
chairman Henry M Jackson
tb-Wash I said in explaining
the unexpected postponement of debate on a bill that
would give President Nixon
most of the powers he s.ivs
he needs to deal with the
energy crisis
The move to adjourn came
directly after Sen Jesse
Helms iR-N C, I, olfered an
amendment to limit busing
ol school children in order to
conserve energy
Jackson said he would
move to table the amendment, adding that it was
"not an act of responsibility
"EVERY DAY we lose,
we lose roughly one million
barrels of oil." Jackson
said, referring to the energy
conservation
measures
contained in the bill
.The allocation bill which
the Senate approved by an 83
to 3 margin would control
the distribution ol all fuels.

Political science class sets up
simulated Nixon impeachment
At least one University
class is trying to make subject matter more relevent to
current happenings-by simulating the impeachment of
President Nixon
Political Science 346. The
Presidency, taught by l)r
William C Spragens. associate professor of political
science, is simulating the
proceedings that would be
followed if Congress
impeaches the President
Greg Patterson. Junior
IA&SI and spokesman for
the committee in charge of
the simulation, said the
class undertook the project
to learn more about the
impeachment process
"We are learning what is
involved in this.' Patterson
said Also, we could follow
much closer what is happening if the President is
impeached

On* usually considers lh« game of pool to b* a casual, relaxing • nd*avw But

was a real mess "
But the simulated President survived the ordeal and
linished his news conference
"very
realistically."
Patterson said.
Patterson said the outcome of the impeachment
proceeding* will not be
known for a while because of
a non-political obstructionthe Thanksgiving break

court in the matter, this
week
Patterson said one ol the
highlights of the simulation
so far" was the attempted
assasmation of the
President during a news
conference
'An 'unknown' assassin
with a blank gun shot him in
the arm.'' he said "He had
fake blood under his shirt. It

Drivers now being hired to meet increasing
delivery requirements. Wages plus commission.

Apply in Person. Domino's Pizza
(Own car required)

It "lays the groundwork
lor the rationing and conservation measures called
lor in the emergency energy
bill, said Sen Paul J Kannin
iR-Ariz l.
ranking
Itepublican on the Interior
committee

in the adminidisaster
stratum's handhng ol the
current
allocation
programs
THE EMERGENCY bill
now scheduled for debate

The allocation bill goes lar
beyond the administration's
programs of allocating
propane, heating oil, jet luel
and certain other distillates
but not crude oil or gasoline

A new course in American ethnic studies will be uttered
winter quarter by the political science department
• •„•
Taught by Or William Spragens. associate professor ofpolitical science, the course will cover areas such as the'
Indian uprising at Wounded Knee and its ramifications and
party and pressure politics
The course will concentrate on the traditional ethnic
groups as well as t'hicanos. Puerto Kicans and American
ndians The new writings of I)r Matthew llolden Jr , a black
political scientist at the University of Wisconsin, also will
be discussed and there will be guest lectures
Further course information is available from the
University'■ political scienc department at 372-2921

In a related move. Sen
John V Tunney iD-Calif )
called for passage of a J23million supplemental appropriation to remedy what
lie called a "bureaucratic

this morning would direct
the President to draw up
plans for cutting the nation's
current consumption of;
roughly 18 million barrels.nf
oil a day by 25 per cent

Course open in ethnic politics
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NEW OPENING HOURS
MONDAY-WEDNESDAY OPEN AT 8:30 p.m.
PHURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY OPEN AT 8:00p.m

system savings

SUNDAY - OPEN AT 7:30
Only 7 Miles North Of

B.G.

On Rt. 25

Exciting Happenings at the

GIGOLO
Thursday nite - 2 for 1
FIRST TIME OFFER
OVER 20% SAVINGS

- FEATURING -
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Char Broiled Steaks and
Cbept
Fall Course Family
Dauer
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WAFFLES
Open Tees, thru Sal.
7:»-l
Sundays 7:3* - 7tM
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SOUND ASSOCIATES
"SOUND SPECIALISTS"
Hours: 10-9 Mon. thru Fri. - 10-5:30 Sat

Aidant
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248 South Main Street

Friday & Saturday Nites
Your Best Entertainment Buy

SUPER BOSE wilh STANDARD Mil
HEOUIAH PHIM S1944
SPECIAL PRICE

. 4.00 COVER

This Week:
GIGOLO presents

TOADFLAX

Phone 354-4322
—*

Booters receive NCAA tournamenf bid
By Du Garf teld
Auiilanl Sporli Editor
The Falcon booters. who posted an all-time regular season
mark ol 9-1. have accepted a post season bid to play St
Louis in the NCAA Midwest quarter-finals next week
For the second straight year, the Falcons under coach
Mickey Cochrane will meet the nation's lop-ranked learn
Last year in its first post-season appearance, B(i was
handed a 2-0 setback by St Iaxiis in the first game of the
quarter-finals on the latter s muddy soccer field
The fourth seeded bid and the right to battle St Louis
brings bad memories to coach Cochrane, who would rather
play the second entry. Southern Illinois University (SIU) at
Kdwardsville. mostly because of the field conditions
"Sll1 HAS an excellent held, and I was hoping we would
get the bid to play them." said Cochrane
They arc also
coming off I loss, so playing Ulem might have been better
St Lotlll' held conditions are terrible Kveryone plays
on Us held, from ROTC to the high ichooll Last year it was
muddy, and n will be jusl as bad this year

Cochrane said the date of the first-round game has not
been determined Tournament officials are working on the
possibility of a doubleheader in Kdwardsville Saturday.
Nov 24. with St Louis pitted against BCi and Sll) tangling
with third-seeded Northern Illinois
St Louis won't be high for us this year after beating us
handily last year." said the 111. mentor referring to last
year's loss in which the Billikins dominated the game,
oulshooting the Falcons at a 56-9 clip
"IT WILL be an upset atmosphere against St Louis.'' said
Cochrane They will be looking over our heads most likely,
looking towards a rematch with Southern Illinois "
Graduate assistant Dan Adams and tn-captain Warren
Meede had a chance to see the Billikins in action this season.
Ileede watched Cleveland State battle the Billikins to a 1-1
draw early in October, and last Friday Adams viewed St
Louis In upset win over previously unbeaten and unscored
upon Southern Illinois (Kdwardsville).
Adams said both teams (St Louis and SIU) fought hard
but neither side played exceptionally well Heede. who
traveled to Cleveland early in October to see Cleveland

Slate and St Louis play to a 1-1 tie said St Louis wasn't as
good as they were played up to be, and Cleveland State
didn't surprise him at all. This contest played prior to the
CSC- Ht; battle in which the Falcons whipped the Vikings, 5I, Oct.lt.
St. Louis, the defending national champion and winner of
nine NCAA titles since 1959, will be out in defense of its
crown against the 1972 small college champion SIU, which
has the best defense in the nation, allowing only one goal in
11 contests.
Standing 9-1-1. SIU has blanked nine opponents The
Land of Lincoln" school tied Wisconsin-Green Bay. 0-0.
and its only loss was to St. Louis.
The Billikins of St. Louis, with more post-season
experience than any other college soccer team in the past
two decades, takes a 9-1-2 mark in against a Bowling Green
squad which oddly enough has the best record in the
Midwest.
The Falcons had their best season in nine years including
wins over Cleveland State and Ohio University, who had a
siring of three consecutive post-season bids snapped this
year
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Mark Glover

Defensive surge
* relieves doubts
Who said the defensive
unit for the Falcon leers was
questionable'*
Nearly
everyone
associated with the team as
well as fans were eyeing the
defensive players and wondering before the season
began whether these guys
could do (he job
There was little question
.is lar as oflensc was concerned
The
speculators
figured
Bowling
Green's
skaters could score with
anybody
It was only a
matter of keeping other
learns
from
runmng-up
tallies

QtUHTANO
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inspires mates
James Brown and Brian Scanlan are two individuals who
are noted and respected for .ii least one ihmg They arc
Without a doubl the hardest worming men ill their given
professions
Brown is a soul linger and Scanlan is a basketball player
Vesterda)
the Falcon senior forward proved Ihe
importance ol hard work and hustle Hi' displayed one ol the
best shooting exhibitions Hie Old arena boards may sei' I Ills
year during ihe ragers hlih scrimmage before a good
crowd
Skinny, canned IS of is jumpers for a sizzling H- per
cent along with two charily losses lor a game high 2H points
for the white train which lost to Ihe orange unit. 72 67
At one pom in the second slan/a. Scanlan pumped in seven
straight shots before seeing his hot streak end on a missed
lay-up attempt
ON DEFENSE, tenacious is the best way to describe
Scanlan s performance He lought and hassled Cornelius
Cash throughout Ihe 40-minute dual even though (ash
finished with 24 points
The one aspen which makes one gavoi Scanlan's
outstanding scrimmage i- ihr lad that he is nol even on the
first team Scanlan has been a Falcon starter since his
sophomore year alter donning the orange and in own
Thus lar. he is a second (earn performer because of Ihe
availability ol leven-fool Mark Cartwrighl. who became
eligible this yeai .if 1.1 sitting out last year upon
transferring from the University of Maryland
Right now he knows the situation faring hun a starling
front line ol 6 8,6 ill and seven feel Scanlan hits Ihe i uler
at 6 6
so therefore his role on Ihe team was determined
before camp Started

s PORTS
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Scanlan's hustle
Thursday, November 15. 1973

By Jerry Masek
Kevin
Dick could be
described as a little prison
who likes to do things m a
lug waj
Not satisfied with his 6-5
record last year as a sophomore starter on the Falcon
wrestling squad, ihe curly
haired 118 pounder decided
lo do something about his
record In the oil season
His
efforts
last
July
gained him the Junior Na
lional Championship m the
\m.itei i
Athletic
Union
lire* o Roman
Wrestling
Tournament field in Alabama
DICK qualified lor the
nationals by copping Ihe
slate
championship
in

Toledo
lasl
spring
He
dropped aboul 13 pounds to
make weigh! for Ihe 114 5
pound class
Greco Human
wrestling
differs from the collegiate
style, bul Dick says he
gained more than a trophy
from the expei iciii c
"No leg movements arc
allowed in Greco Human.
Dick said, bul I think I still
picked up quite a lew good
moves
The ot I season work also
helped change Dick's alh
tude toward Ihe mat meets
"I'M
really
looking
forward lo llns yen 1 have
to be meaner and more
aggressive, and lei the oppo
nents know that I'm out
Ihere lor business Mv coal

The coaching slall look a big risk in demoting Scanlan
from his starling status considering he was a senioi who
would have his playing lime nil this predicament in the
world of sports is labeled 'taboo

But for Brian Scanlan. it's all in a day's work
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IF THE first four games
ol the season arc an indication of things to conic, the
astute experts'' as well as
myself have been happily
fooled
In the first two outings
against the University of
liuelph.
the
defensive
players looked like potential
candidates lor the National
Hockey
League's all-star
team
The
Gryphons
were
blanked in both contests
because of fine checking and
masterful puck stealing by
the defensemen.
l.asi weekend against Ihe
State University of Nov.
York i SI'NY i at Buffalo, a
deceiving seven goals were

scored by the Bulls in the
two-game series
It was deceiving because
it could have been a lot
worse The officials slapped
a staggering 30 penalties on
the Falcons As a result, the
Bulls had 23 power play possibilities.
BG's
defense
knocked
down 20 of those power play
opportunities while the puck
stoppers
performed
well
under Ihe pressure of being
one-man short most of the
lime
COACH Ron Mason plays
five
defensemen
with
regularity
leading the unit is junior
Roger Archer, the best
Inend a goalie ever had
Many delensemen
will
drop to the ice to stop a
Hying puck Most of them
try to block with the lower
portion of their body'
Archer is one of those
fearless few who will put his
face right down on the ice lo
stop a shot if he must A reliable source for a statistician in regard to sho » on
goal is Archer after the
game
One simply counts the
black and blue marks on
Archer s torso in order to
determine Ihe total
JUNIORS Brian Celentano
and Al Leitch have shown

uncanny ability to steal the
puck on breakaways by the
opposition which usually results in a breakaway by BG
Celentano and Leitch contribute valuable experience
that will be needed later in
the year against some tough
competition
Sophomore Kevin MacDonald really has been
ringing the bells The Toronto, Ont . native has delivered some ol the hardest
checks imaginable
In Ihe first game with
Guelph
this
year.
MacDonald
lowered
the
boom on a charging center
that separated him from his
stick as well as his intellect
Boy that was really a
thumper.''
said
an
impressed coach Mason

PERHAPS the greatest
surprise of all is newcomer
Duffy Smith The freshman
can intimidate opponents
with size alone Al 6 2 and
190 pounds, he is enough to
give any charging wingei a
lew second thoughts
The defense has been quite
good to date but a long road
waits ahead
Teams like
Michigan Tech. Boston University and Noire Dame are
in the Falcons future These
nationally rated squads are
prolific scorers and will test
the delensemen severely

Pint size wrestler gains confidence

He would be the sixth man 01 the next big man to come off
i In- bench

BUT SCANLAN has been a picture oi total dedication in
an age where athletes spend much ol their time brooding
over unfavorable situations
He has used his time wisely while labor ing on the second
unit to Improve different phases of ins game The results art
glowing
Scanlan hit 50 per cenl of his shots last season and he may
improve his accuracy this year with the deadly Shooting he
has displayed in the first five scrimmages
Tho improved marksmanship can be attributed to his
ability to handle Ihe ball better along with the balance he
now has when he let s one fly
Also, Scanlan is a co captain this year which is another
reason lor many hours ol hard work and hustle His
leadership qualities are more prevalent this year because
Ihey definitely have a bearing on younger players seeing
Scanlan perform with such gusto on Ihe second team
Scanlan. a coach's dream and a team's profit, is a player
who gets the most out ol his ability and who always gives
you 110 per cent every outing

Those two key games for BG. along with a 3-1 win over
Michigan State, were the backbone that enabled the Falcons
to garner the fourth spot in the tournament
NORTHERN Illinois, not a representing member of the
Mid-American Conference in soccer, grabbed a bid on the
basis of its 1-0 loss to SIU and its tough independent
schedule The Huskies finished the season with a 7-2-1
season record.
Akron University. Cleveland State University tCSL'i and
Ohio University, along with Indiana and Michigan State of
the Big Ten and Air Force of the Rocky Mountain region
were the top picks for the remaining two spots behind St
Louis and SIU
By process of elimination, BG's chances for the bid ran
stronger BG played the spoiler when it knocked off CSU. 51. and if the Vikings coach Klass De Boer could look back at
one game this season which he needed to win to gain an
NCAA bid. il was that contest.
Akron University, which started off slowly losing three
games defeated Cleveland State and Wooster College
(Wooster defeated BG. 2-1) at the tail-end of the season, but
its record wasn't good enough for a bid

$%%ami says:
BG over Norlbera Illinois by 7
Miami over Claclaaali by Zt
Krnl over Toledo by 10
Michigan over Purdue by 13
Okio Slate over Iowa by M
Peas Slate over Ohio by 17
Tennessee over Mississippi by It
Oklahoma over Kansas by 14
Westeraover Texas I Arlington I by II
Alabama over Miami i Fla. i by 21

is lo place in the MAC (MidAmerican
Conference I
Tournament
u won'l be
easy, bul I Hunk I can do it
Blocking Dick's efforts in
league tourney is Iwo-hmc
defending league champion.
Hill Morgan of Kent Stale
As lead-off grappler in
BG'S mat meets this year.
Dick is described by head
coach Bruce llellard as
being "much improved "
Bellard sees his lightweight wrestlers, all back
Irom last season, as the key
lo Falcon mal fortunes this
winter
Last year, the lighter
weights losl more than Ihey
won
il7-20-2i.
but
now
they're all back and we
should be in good shape '
Following Dick in the lineup is Tom Barr Bellard said
the Wooster. Ohio, grappler
sal oui his freshman year
and was plagued by wcighl
problems when he came out
as a sophomore The year's
absence hurl him as he
managed a 3 7 record al 126
lbs
"Tom improved a lot
toward Ihe end ol lasl year.''
Bellard said, and now his
wcighl is down, too "
A freshman on the varsitysquad
last season,
134pounder Tom Hall picked up
live wins in nine malches
Tom made all the typical
freshman
mistakes
lasl
year.' Bollard noted,
but
he's a real worker

Correction
The Bowling Green swimming
team's
inlra squad
meet will be held 7 30 p m
Friday, in Ihe Natatorium
and nut Saturday night as
reported
in yesterday's
News.

LES ARKO. a high school
state
champion
from
Warrensville Heights, sulferred a knee injury as a
sophomore It still bothered
him last year, as he slumped
from a 7-6 season as a freshman, lo a 3-4-2 season as a
junior
"Les may go down from
142 lbs lo 134 lbs ." Bellard

said, "and if he does, he
could be the MAC champ
Trying to beat oul the
lettermen are a number of
matmen Senior Mark Berman and sophomore Scott
Miller are among the six
vying against Dick for the
top spot at 118 lbs
At 126 lbs . returnees Tim
Mannelli and Umby Zamora

Bowlers advance
into second place
The Bowling Green varsity bowling team moved
into a He with Kent State for
second place in Ihe Ohio
Northern
Division
last
weekend
The bowlers split their
weekend series. 3-3
After last Saturday s competition. BG's league mark
stands at 7-5 Toledo is in
first place with an 11-1
record
In the first set, the Falcon
bowlers defeated Kent State
two games to one Steve
Winters
dominated
the
Falcons scoring as he rolled
a 551 series
Against Ohio Northern in
Ihe second set, BG won the
first game and dropped the
next two In the first maich.
Ihe BG squad rolled a 1.013
learn game II was Ihe third
highest single game team
effort in the league thus lar
In the
first match-up
against Ohio Northern, BG's
Doug Repp rolled a league
high game ol 257 Repp also
bowled games ol 216 and 189
for a 662 series which is the
league high series for the
season
Other
team members'
scores in BG's 1.013 game

were Winters. 204. Dave
I'eresie. 195. Mike Harvey,
181, and BobKreimes. 176
The BG bowlers' next
match will be Jan 12 when
they will travel lo Wooster

and freshmen Bill Frazier
and Chuck Swaney. have
their sights set on Barr's
varsity
spot.
Mannelli
gained a 14-4 decision in his
only match lasl season al 118
lbs'
Hall has several matmen
waiting lo fill his shoes at
134 Is Senior Mark Chambers, junior Henry Karcher.
freshman Hoy Leonard and
a pair of sophomore twins.
Tim and Terry Whittaker
are the candidates
According
to Bellard.
sophomore Joe Kosch. a
four-year prep letterman
who saw limited action last
year, heads the list of
reserves at 142 lbs The
other two are Tom O'Neal, a
junior with a 2-0 mark last
winter, and Randy Kollman.
a 6'2' sophomore

\Jleff tU* *•!«•*••Freshman Mike Liut came
lo Bowling Green this (all
from Woodbridge. Ontario
He proceeded to step into
the net and play goalie lor
the varsity ho«"key team
Liut
also excelled
in
basketball,
baseball
and
track while al Woodbridge.
With all this activity, he
found time to play on the
Dixie Beehives last year
where BG scouts noticed his
fine play on the ice
The first-year player has
shown remarkable poise in
varsity competition thus far.
He has played in Ihe nets for
three of the Falcons four
games and his youth brings
promise for future Falcon
teams.

Mike Liut

